Abstract. We present a combinatorial model for cluster algebras of type Dn in terms of centrally symmetric pseudotriangulations of a regular 2n-gon with a small disk in the centre. This model provides convenient and uniform interpretations for clusters, cluster variables and their exchange relations, as well as for quivers and their mutations. We also present a new combinatorial interpretation of cluster variables in terms of perfect matchings of a graph after deleting two of its vertices. This interpretation differs from known interpretations in the literature. Its main feature, in contrast with other interpretations, is that for a fixed initial cluster seed, one or two graphs serve for the computation of all cluster variables. Finally, we discuss applications of our model to polytopal realizations of type D associahedra and connections to subword complexes and c-cluster complexes.
circle: |pr| · |qs| = |pq| · |rs| + |ps| · |qr|. These models provide useful tools to get intuition and to experiment on combinatorial properties of the corresponding cluster algebras. Moreover, many properties of the cluster algebra can be read directly from the geometric model. For example, for a cluster variable y and an initial cluster seed X in type A, the denominator of y with respect to X is the product of the variables in X whose diagonals cross the diagonal y, while the numerator of y can be computed in terms of perfect matching enumeration in a well-chosen weighted bipartite graph [CP03, Pro05] . More precisely, consider the vertex-triangle incidence graph G of the triangulation X where the edge joining a vertex v to a triangle t is weighted by the variable of the diagonal of t opposite to v, and where the two endpoints of the diagonal y are deleted. The variable y is obtained as the sum of the weights of all perfect matchings of G divided by the product of the variables in X (where the weight of a perfect matching is the product of the weights of its edges). Figure 1 illustrates this computation. These perfect matching enumeration schemes were extended to certain families of infinite cluster algebras arising from triangulated surfaces in [ST09, Sch10, MS10, MSW11] . In this paper, we focus on the cluster algebras of type D with both a combinatorial and an algebraic perspective. Different models exist for these cluster algebras, in terms of centrally symmetric triangulations of polygons with bicolored long diagonals [FZ03b, Section 3.5][FZ03a, Section 12.4], or in terms of tagged triangulations of a punctured n-gon [FST08] . In this paper, we propose an alternative geometric model for the cluster algebra of type D n based on pseudotriangulations of a 2n-gon with a small disk in the center. The six sections of this paper present the following concrete combinatorial, algebraic, and geometric applications of this model:
1. Cluster mutations are interpreted as flips in pseudotriangulations. Moreover, all exchange relations are described by a uniform algebraic relation between the variables on the diagonals and on the boundary of the pseudoquadrangles involved in the flips. 2. The quiver of a cluster X is the chord-rotation graph of the pseudotriangulation X (its nodes are the chords of X and its arcs connect all chords located on clockwise consecutive sides of pseudotriangles of X). 3. The expression of any cluster variable y with respect to a fixed cluster seed X can be computed in terms of perfect matching enumeration of a weighted bipartite graph after deletion of two vertices determined by y. The advantage of our model is that once the cluster seed X is fixed, one or two graphs serve for all cluster variables. These graphs are essentially the vertexpseudotriangle incidence graph of the pseudotriangulation X. 4. The model provides alternative polytopal realizations of the type D associahedron based on the polytope of pseudotriangulations constructed by G. Rote, F. Santos, and I. Streinu [RSS03] . 5. The pseudotriangulation approach also provides a geometric interpretation of the description of the type D c-cluster complex as a subword complex [CLS14] . This interpretation is closely related to the duality between pseudotriangulations and pseudoline arrangements presented by V. Pilaud and M. Pocchiola in [PP12] . 6. The c-cluster complex can be described in a purely combinatorial way in terms of pseudotriangulations.
We observe that the validity of our model can be argued by three distinct methods: either comparing our model with the classical model of S. Fomin and A. Zelevinsky [FZ03b, Section 3.5][FZ03a, Section 12.4] (see Remark 1), or comparing flips in pseudotriangulations with mutations in quivers (see Proposition 2), or connecting pseudotriangulations to the clusters of type D via subword complexes (see Section 5). We believe that it is not necessary to develop these arguments in detail. In fact, this paper should rather be considered as a tool to make by hand examples and explicit computations in type D. Algebraic computations in this model are as elementary and uniform as in the triangulation model for type A, and some combinatorial properties even become much simpler than their type A analogues (e.g. the diameter of the type D associahedron, see [CP14] ). Other works in type D cluster algebras include [BM08, GM14] .
Pseudotriangulations model
In this section, we present a combinatorial model for the cluster algebra of type D n in terms of pseudotriangulations of a geometric configuration D n . Even if this model is closely related to the geometric model of S. Fomin and A. Zelevinsky for type D n [FZ03b, Section 3.5][FZ03a, Section 12.4], we prefer to use pseudotriangulations as they simplify and make uniform combinatorial interpretations of clusters, cluster variables and exchange relations. The connection between our model and the classical one is discussed in more details in Remark 1.
We consider a regular convex 2n-gon, together with a disk D placed at the center of the 2n-gon, whose radius is small enough such that D only intersects the long diagonals of the 2n-gon. We denote by D n the resulting configuration, see Figure 2 . We call chords of D n
• all the diagonals of the 2n-gon, except the long ones, and • all the segments tangent to the disk D and with one endpoint among the vertices of the 2n-gon. Note that each vertex p is incident to two such chords; we denote by p l (resp. by p r ) the chord emanating from p and tangent on the left (resp. right) to the disk D. We call these chords central. Cluster variables, clusters, exchange relations, compatiblity degrees, and denominators of cluster variables in the cluster algebra A(D n ) can be interpreted geometrically as follows:
(i) Cluster variables correspond to centrally symmetric pairs of (internal) chords of the geometric configuration D n . See Figure 2 (left). To simplify notations, we identify a chord δ, its centrally symmetric copyδ, and the pair {δ,δ}. We denote by χ δ = χδ the cluster variable corresponding to the pair of chords {δ,δ}. We refer to [RSS08] for a detailed survey on pseudotriangulations, including their history, motivations, and applications. (iii) Cluster mutations correspond to flips of centrally symmetric pairs of chords between centrally symmetric pseudotriangulations of D n . A flip in a pseudotriangulation T replaces an internal chord e by the unique other internal chord f such that (T e) ∪ f is again a pseudotriangulation of T . To be more precise, deleting e in T merges the two pseudotriangles of T incident to e into a pseudoquadrangle (i.e. the interior of a simple closed curve with four convex corners related by four concave chains), and adding f splits the pseudoquadrangle into two new pseudotriangles. The chords e and f are the two unique chords which lie both in the interior of and on a geodesic between two opposite corners of . We refer again to [RSS08] for more details.
For example, the two pseudotriangulations of As in type A, the exchange relations between cluster variables during a cluster mutation can be understood in the geometric picture. More precisely, flipping e to f in the pseudoquadrangle with convex corners {p, q, r, s} (and simultaneouslyē tof in the centrally symmetric pseudoquadrangle¯) results in the exchange relation
where
• Π( , p, r) denotes the product of the cluster variables χ δ corresponding to all chords δ which appear along the geodesic from p to r in -and similarly for Π( , q, s) -and • Π( , p, q) denotes the product of the cluster variables χ δ corresponding to all chords δ which appear on the concave chain from p to q in -and similarly for Π( , q, r), Π( , r, s), and Π( , p, s). 
Note that the last relation will always simplify by χ p r = χpr . For a concrete example, in the flip presented in Figure 2 , we obtain the relation
(iv) The compatibility degree between two centrally symmetric pairs of chords θ, δ is the crossing number [ θ δ ], defined as the number of times that a representative diagonal of the pair δ crosses the chords of θ. (v) Given any initial centrally symmetric seed pseudotriangulation T := {θ 1 , . . . , θ n } and any chord δ, the denominator of the cluster variable χ δ with respect to the initial cluster seed T is the product of all variables in chords of T crossed by δ, see [CP15] . Our interpretation can also be translated to the interpretation of S. Fomin, M. Shapiro and D. Thurston [FST08] in terms of tagged triangulations of a convex n-gon with one puncture in its centre. Label the vertices of the n-gon in counterclockwise direction from 0 up to n − 1. If a = b are two vertices on the boundary, denote by M a,b an arc from a to b which is homotopy equivalent to the path along the boundary from a to b in counterclockwise direction. Let M a,a be the straight line connecting vertex a with the puncture, and M There are different kinds of pseudotriangles, according on whether they touch the central disk D and the boundary of the 2n-gon. We say that a pseudotriangle is central if it has a corner on the disk D, degenerate central if it is bounded by the disk D and two central chords p l , p r , and internal if it contains no edge of the boundary of the 2n-gon.
As illustrated on Figure 10 , we say that a pseudotriangulation is 
Quivers
In this section, we give a direct geometric interpretation of type D n quivers using centrally symmetric pseudotriangulations of D n . This construction is very similar to type A, except that triangles are replaced by pseudotriangles. An explicit example is illustrated on Figure 11 . Figure 13 shows several examples along a path of flips between pseudotriangulations. Given a centrally symmetric pseudotriangulation T of D n , we first construct a double quiver Q(T ) as follows:
nodes: middle points of each chord of T ; arcs: arcs connecting all chords of each side of a psuedotriangle of T to all chords of the next side of in clockwise order. The only technicality is to treat degenerate central pseudotriangles: as for exchange relations, it is natural to consider degenerate central pseudotriangles as flatten pseudotriangles, which indicates that the four central chords must form a clockwise 4-cycle in Q(T ). Finally, to obtain the quiver Q(T ) of the pseudotriangulation T , we fold the double quiver Q(T ) by central symmetry, and simplify opposite arcs (due to 4-cycles arising when T has only 4 central chords) and duplicated arcs (arising from pairs of centrally symmetric copies of arcs of Q(T )).
The reader is invited to observe in Figure 13 the following facts concerning the quiver Q(T ): (i) The left and right star pseudotriangulations correspond to the two n-cycle quivers (which are empty when n = 2). (ii) There are two kinds of cycles in the quiver Q(T ): one (possibly empty) cycle connecting all central chords of T , and other cycles that arise from internal pseudotriangles of T . (iii) The quiver of a pseudotriangulation is acyclic if and only if one of the four following situations happens, where the shaded part has no internal triangles:
To show that Q(T ) is precisely the quiver of the cluster seed corresponding to T , we thus only need to show that the map T → Q(T ) sends flips on pseudotriangulations to mutations on quivers.
Proposition 2. Flips in pseudotriangulations correspond to quiver mutations. More precisely, the quiver of the pseudotriangulation produced by the flip of a pair of chords χ in T coincides with the quiver produced by mutation of the node corresponding to χ in the quiver of T .
Proof. We check this property separately on the four possible flips presented in Figure 3 : the first flip is a classical flip in a quadrangle; the second flip behaves exactly as a classical flip; the third flip is similar except that one side of the classical rectangle is bended; the fourth flip is different but it indeed mutates the associated quiver. Note that this also explains the exchange relation between variables presented in the previous section:
Indeed, the exchange relation is driven by the arcs of the quiver incident to the mutated variable, which in turn are determined by the sides of the pseudoquadrangle involved in the flip. 
Perfect matching enumerators
This section presents a new perfect matching interpretation of cluster variables of type D based on the combinatorial model presented in Section 1. For a given initial cluster, the cluster variables can be computed in terms of weighted perfect matching enumeration of a graph after deleting two of its vertices. An alternative interpretation of cluster variables in terms of perfect matchings of snake graphs follows from the work of G. Musiker, R. Schiffler and L. Williams [MSW11] in cluster algebras from surfaces, for the particular case where the surface is a convex polygon with one puncture. One main difference of our method is that once the cluster seed is fixed one or two graphs serve for all cluster variables (see Remark 6), while in [MSW11] the snake graph needs to be recomputed depending on the cluster variable. Another perfect matching interpretation of cluster variables in classical finite types (including type D) is presented by G. Musiker in [Mus11] with respect to a bipartite seed.
Fix a centrally symmetric pseudotriangulation T of D n whose internal chords are centrally symmetrically labeled with distinct variables and whose boundary edges are labeled by 1. Define the opening of T with respect to a central pseudotriangle σ of T to be the triangulation T σ illustrated in Figure 14 (see also Figures 15 and 16) , and call weights the induced variable labeling of its edges. We omit the labels 1 in all figures for simplicity. Define a weighted bipartite graph G σ = G σ (T ) as the weighted vertex-triangle incidence graph of T σ . That is, G σ has black vertices corresponding to the vertices of T σ , and white vertices corresponding to the triangles in T σ . A black vertex v is connected to a white vertex w if they are incident in the triangulation T σ , that is, if v is one of the vertices of the triangle corresponding to w. In such case, the weight of the edge vw in G σ is the weight of the edge of the triangle w opposite to the vertex v.
For each chord δ, we will define a graph G σ,δ = G σ,δ (T ) obtained from G σ by deleting two black vertices and all their incident edges. The cluster variable χ δ associated to the centrally symmetric pair {δ, δ } will be determined in terms of perfect matchings of G σ,δ . Figures 15 and 16 illustrate some examples of T σ , G σ , G σ,δ and χ δ . We say that the opening T σ is of type left (resp. right) if T is of type left (resp. right) or T is a central pseudotriangulation which is opened along its left (resp. right) central chord. The graph G σ,δ is obtained from G σ by deleting
• the endpoints of δ if δ is not a central chord or a central chord of the same type as T σ , and • the vertex of the 2n-gon which is an endpoint of δ and its opposite vertex if δ is a central chord of different type than T σ . Let w σ,δ = w σ,δ (T ) be the sum of the weights of all perfect matchings of the graph G σ,δ , where the weight of a perfect matching is the product of the weights of its edges. Define m σ,δ = m σ,δ (T ) as w σ,δ divided by the product of the weights of all internal diagonals in T σ .
Theorem 4. Let T be a centrally symmetric pseudotriangulation and δ be a chord of D n . For any central triangle σ which is not crossed by δ, the cluster variable χ δ associated to the centrally symmetric pair {δ,δ} is determined by χ δ = m σ,δ , where
if δ is a central chord of the same type as T σ , χ p l χ p r if δ is a central chord incident to p of type different than T σ .
Proof. The proof of this result is identical to the proof of [Pro05, Theorem 2.1] in type A. The result follows directly from the following three main steps.
(1) m σ,δ = 1 if δ is a boundary edge. (2) m σ,δ = χ δ if δ is a chord of the pseudotriangulation T .
(3) Consider a pseudoquadrangle not crossing the central triangle σ, and cyclically label its vertices by p, q, r, s. Denote by y i,j = Π( , i, j) for i, j ∈ {p, q, r, s} according to the geometric model in Section 1. These variables satisfy the relation y p,r y q,s = y p,q y r,s + y p,s y q,r . Now, for every pair i, j of black vertices in the graph G σ,δ , denote by w i,j the sum of the weights of all perfect matchings of the graph obtained by deleting the vertices i and j from G σ,δ , and define m i,j as w i,j divided by the product of the weights of all internal diagonals in T σ . The main ingredient of this step is to show that After the opening of T , the triangulation T σ is outer-planar, so that all black vertices of G σ lie on its external face. Therefore, the condensation lemma applies to the graph G σ , and leads to m p,r m q,s = m p,q m r,s + m p,s m q,r .
This relation together with (1) and (2) imply y i,j = m i,j for every pair i, j of corners of a pseudoquadrangle not crossing σ as desired. One interesting case is when the pseudoquadrangle is tangent to the disk D, and i, j are the corners of this tangent pseudoline. In this case, y i,j = χ p l χ p r for a central chord δ incident to p of type different than T σ , and m i,j = m σ,δ . The case when the pseudotriangle is not tangent to the central circle implies the two remaining cases.
Remark 5. Labeling symmetrically the boundary edges of the 2n-gon by frozen variables, the results of this section also apply to cluster algebras of type D n with coefficients.
Remark 6. Motivated by the positivity conjecture of cluster algebras, many authors have found explicit Laurent expansion formulas for cluster variables with respect to a cluster seed. Our interpretation follows the lines of G. Carroll and G. Price's computation of cluster variables in type A [CP03] , which is presented in unpublished work by J. Propp in [Pro05] . Cluster expansion formulas in type A are also presented by R. Schiffler in [Sch08] . In [Mus11] , G. Musiker presents cluster expansion formulas for cluster algebras of finite classical types (including type D) with respect to a bipartite seed. H. Thomas and R. Schiffler found expansion formulas for cluster algebras from surfaces without punctures, with coefficients associated to the boundary of the surface [ST09] . This work was generalized by R. Schiffler in [Sch10] where arbitrary coefficient system is considered. An alternative formulation of the results in [Sch10] in terms of perfect matchings is presented in [MS10] . This approach was generalized to cluster algebras from arbitrary surfaces (allowing punctures) by G. Musiker, R. Schiffler and L. Williams in [MSW11] , where the authors give a precise description of cluster variables with respect to any cluster seed in terms of perfect matchings of snake graphs. The particular case where the surface is given by a convex ngon with one puncture gives rise to a cluster algebra of type D n (see Remark 1). In Figure 17 and Figure 18 , we illustrate the analogous computation of the cluster variables obtained in Figure 15 and Figure 16 , using the corresponding surface model and the snake graphs in [MSW11] . In these two figures, the tagged arcs to the puncture are replaced by usual arcs to the puncture, while non-tagged arcs are replaced by loops. The variable associated to a loop is the product of the corresponding tagged and non-tagged arcs. We remark that the graphs we obtain are very different to the snake graphs in general. As in the snake graphs, our graphs are obtained by gluing together tiles (4-gons) along their sides, but a vertex may be contained in many tiles while in the snake graphs it is contained in at most three. The second main difference of our description is that once the cluster seed is fixed any cluster variable can be computed from one of two graphs after deleting two of its vertices, while in [MSW11] , the snake graph depends on the cluster variable that is being computed (see Figures 15, 16, 17 and 18 ). The two graphs in our description can be obtained by choosing (one or) two internal triangles σ and σ such that any centrally symmetric pair of chords has a representative that does not cross one of the triangles. All cluster variables can then be obtained in terms of weighted perfect matching enumeration on the graph G σ or G σ after deleting two of its vertices.
Polytopes
Let P be a set of p points in general position (i.e. no three on a line) in the plane with h boundary and i interior points. A (pointed) pseudotriangulation of P is a maximal set of edges connecting points of P that is crossing-free and pointed (any vertex is adjacent to an angle wider than π). We refer to [RSS08] for a survey on pseudotriangulations and their properties. Using rigidity properties of pseudotriangulations and a polyhedron of expansive motions, G. Rote, F. Santos and I. Streinu showed in [RSS03] that the flip graph on (pointed) pseudotriangulations of P can be realized as the graph of a (h + 2i − 3)-dimensional polytope Pseudo(P ), called the pseudotriangulation polytope. 3-and 4-dimensional examples are illustrated on Figure 19 .
In combination to our model, this construction provides polytopal realizations of the type D associahedra. Indeed, observe that: Figure 16 using the surface model and the corresponding snake graphs [MSW11] . Note that r = x and = xy is the product of the cluster variables of the two tagged and non-tagged arcs corresponding to the loop. (2) The coordinates given in the construction of the pseudotriangulation polytope [RSS03] can be chosen such that the vertices of Pseudo(D We now present an explicit bijection ζ c between positions in Q c and centrally symmetric pairs of chords of D n , which will enable us to characterize centrally symmetric pseudotriangulations of D n in terms of reduced expressions of w • in the word Q c . We keep labeling the vertices of the 2n-gon counter-clockwise from 0 to 2n − 1, and denotep := p + n (mod 2n) for p ∈ {0, . . . , 2n − 1}. 
This example illustrates the main connection of this section. Namely, the bijection ζ c relates centrally symmetric pseudotriangulations of D n to reduced expressions in the word Q c as follows. Remark 9. This statement rephrases the connection between cluster algebras and subword complexes, defined by A. Knutzon and E. Miller in [KM04] . For an element w and a word Q in the generators of a finite Coxeter group, the subword complex SC(Q, w) is the simplicial complex whose ground set is the set of positions in Q and whose facets are the complements of reduced expressions of w in Q. For any finite Coxeter group W and any Coxeter element c of W , C. Ceballos, J.-P. Labbé and C. Stump proved in [CLS14] that the cluster complex of type W is isomorphic to the subword complex SC(Q c , w • ).
Remark 10. The connection between type D cluster algebras and type D subword complexes can also be seen using the duality between pseudotriangulations and pseudoline arrangements in the Möbius strip studied by V. Pilaud and M. Pocchiola in [PP12] . We briefly sketch this duality.
We parametrize an oriented line in R 2 by its angle θ with the horizontal axis and its algebraic distance d to the origin. To forget the orientation, we identify the parameters (θ, d) and (θ + π, −d). The unoriented line space of R 2 is thus the Möbius strip
e. a non-separating simple closed curve in M), and a point set P in general position in R 2 (no three on a line) yields a pseudoline arrangement P * := {p * | p ∈ P} of M (i.e. a collection of pseudolines where any two cross precisely once). See Figure 21 (a). Note that lines joining two points of P correspond to the crossings in P * , and that the tangents to conv(P) correspond to the external level of P * (touching the unbounded face of P * ). Consider now a pseudotriangulation T of P. Each pseudotriangle of T yields again a pseudoline * := { * | internal tangent to }. The set T * := { * | ∈ T } is a pseudoline arrangement and it precisely covers P * minus its external level. See Figure 21 (b). It is shown in [PP12] that this provides a bijective correspondence between the pseudotriangulations of P and the pseudoline arrangements which cover P * minus its external level. These pseudoline arrangements can be seen as facets of a type A subword complex SC(Q, w • ) for some word Q. For example, when P is in convex position, it provides a correspondence between triangulations (type A clusters) and facets of the type A subword complex SC(Q c , w • ). See Figure 21 (c). Figure 21 . Duality between geometric configurations in R 2 (top) and pseudoline arrangements in the line space M (bottom) [PP12] .
Observe now that the central symmetry in R 2 (around the origin) translates to an horizontal symmetry in M. It follows that a centrally symmetric pseudotriangulation T of a centrally symmetric point set P is dual to a horizontally symmetric pseudoline arrangement T * on P * . Erasing the bottom half of T * yields an arrangement which can be interpreted as a facet of a type B subword complex. For example, when P is centrally symmetric and in convex position, it provides a correspondence between centrally symmetric triangulations (type B clusters) and facets of the type B subword complex SC(Q c , w • ). See Figure 21 (d) .
Finally, consider the configuration D n introduced in this paper. The disk D in R 2 yields a double pseudoline D * := { * | tangent to D} of M (i.e. a separating simple closed curve in M). The dual D * n of the configuration D n thus has 2n pseudolines and one double pseudoline. A centrally symmetric pseudotriangulation T of D n is dual to a horizontally symmetric pseudoline arrangement T * on D * n . Erasing the bottom half of T * yields an arrangement which can be interpreted as a facet of the type D subword complex SC(Q c , w • ). See Figure 21 (e).
c-cluster complexes
In this section, we provide a simple combinatorial description of c-cluster complexes of type D n as described by Reading in [Rea07] . These complexes are more general than the cluster complexes of Fomin and Zelevinsky [FZ03b] , and have an extra parameter c corresponding to a Coxeter element. The particular case when c is a bipartite Coxeter element recovers the cluster complexes of [FZ03b] . As in the previous section, consider the centrally symmetric accordion pseudotriangulation Z c and centrally symmetric label its chords by {π 0 , . . . , π n−1 } corresponding to the letters τ 0 , . . . , τ n−1 to which they correspond to in the Coxeter element c. We identify the chords {π 0 , . . . , π n−1 } with the negative simple roots {−α 0 , . . . , −α n−1 }, and any other chord δ with the positive root obtained by adding the simple roots associated to the chords of Z c crossed by δ. This gives a bijection between centrally symmetric pairs of chords and almost positive roots.
We say that two almost positive roots α and β are c-compatible if their corresponding pairs of chords do not cross. The c-cluster complex is the simplicial complex whose faces correspond to sets of almost positive roots that are pairwise c-compatible. The maximal simplices in it are called c-clusters and correspond naturally to centrally symmetric pseudotriangulations of D n . For instance, the accordion pseudotriangulation Z c for c = τ 1 τ 2 τ 0 of type D 3 is illustrated in the middle of Figure 20 . The c-cluster corresponding to the pseudotriangulation T in the right part of the same figure is {−α 1 , α 2 , α 0 + α 2 }. For example, the chord [1,2] of T corresponds to the positive root α 0 + α 2 because it crosses the chords of Z c labeled by π 0 and π 2 .
